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Using a double footswitch with an ODFS® Pace/Pace XL 

Vicky Parry 

 

How does a double footswitch work? 

The normal set-up for a double footswitch is to place one under the first metatarsal head and the other 

under the heel. They work in parallel therefore if set-up on the affected side with box set to heel-rise, the 

last footswitch to come off the floor will trigger the start of stimulation and the first one to contact the floor 

will stop the stimulation (once extension and falling ramp have occurred).  

 

Why may you want to use two footswitches? 

- Stair climbing: when we climb the stairs we rarely put our heel onto a step first, we tend to place our 

forefoot down on the step. Therefore, a footswitch under the heel on the affected side may trigger 

on rise but it will not get the heel strike required to stop stimulating. The double footswitch lets you 

place a footswitch under the first metatarsal head as well as the heel.  

- Jogging/running: some patients are high functioning and wish to jog/run with the aid of their FES. 

When an individual jog/runs, they tend to start to come more onto the ball of their foot and so may 

not get their heel to the ground every step. The double footswitch means they have a footswitch 

under the first metatarsal head and the heel.  

- Inconsistent triggering from the heel: Some individuals and most noticeably we have seen this in 

children with Cerebral Palsy Post Selective Dorsal Rhizotomy have the ability to walk with a heel toe 

pattern but they have learnt to walk on their toes. They are often able to replicate a heel-toe pattern 

in clinic or when being watched but then when they are distracted they go back to being on their 

toes.  In such circumstances, you want to encourage heel-toe but you need to be sure the 

stimulation is going to trigger every step therefore starting off with a double footswitch can be useful.  

Please note: 

- When using a double footswitch, stimulation may/will start later than when a single heel switch is 

used. This means you will have a short rising ramp. If the patient has a lot of calf tone, this may 

cause a problem because you will not be able to use a long ramp.  

- This double footswitch is not the same as the one used in the O2CHSII, as this device uses two 

footswitches independently. 
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Double footswitch with an ODFS® Pace XL and OML LINQTM 

The new OML LINQTM is used in combination with the ODFS® Pace XL and it has been designed to work 

with two footswitches. The OML LINQTM is provided with an addendum card to help guide clinicians through 

the set-up of two footswitches. The benefit of using the OML LINQTM for this set-up is it requires less wires 

and is easy to set-up for the clinician and the individual using the device. 

 

The OML LINQTM comes with two footswitch sockets to allow the footswitches to be connected in parallel. 

Double footswitch with an ODFS® Pace 

With the ODFS® Pace the double footswitch will be a fully wired set-up. It requires 2x standard footswitches, 

a Y-connector and a footswitch lead.  

 


